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Summary of the research project  

A mistake in the C9orf72 gene was found in 2011 to be the most common cause of amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS); but it is not known how this mistake gives rise to ALS.  

The type of mistake in the gene is very unusual, it involves a small string of DNA letters at the 

beginning of the gene, which expand massively, from being a few copies with the code GGGGCC to 

many copies of this six letter code. In fact, expansions of thousands of copies of this six letter code 

lead directly to both ALS and a related disorder frontotemporal dementia (FTD).  

DNA sequences that are rich in the letter G can form highly stable chemical structures called ‘G-

quadruplexes’. These unusual structures can be involved in many processes including those to make 

a related chemical called RNA, which is needed to make proteins and those to process that RNA in 

various different ways to help the cell function normally.   

In 2012, we showed that the RNA, not just the DNA, which is made from these GGGGCC copies 

forms RNA G-quadruplexes itself. This has profound implications for how ALS may be occurring, 

through having these strange chemical structures in the cell 

Here we propose to look further at the C9orf72 G-quadruplex, in the RNA, to see how it behaves in 

cells. We will use our investigation of the C9orf72 RNA structure to identify small molecules that bind 

to the C9orf72 mutant RNA. This will provide the basis for investigating the use of small molecules as 

a therapeutic approach to modulate and interfere with the toxicity of this RNA species 

By collaborating with the UCL School of Pharmacy, we aim to identify molecules that bind to these 

specific RNA G-quadruplexes.  
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